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Our mission
Technology is forever evolving. New tools and systems are continuously
introduced into organizations as employees strive to keep up with
systems and processes. Technology that is meant to improve our lives
often seems to get in the way of opportunity, confusing processes, and
creating more obstacles than they remove.
When organizations don’t have systems in place to adapt to change,
core functions are slowed, or worse — stalled. Real risks can expose a
company to fraud or other liabilities when its two most important assets
— its people and its information — are not managed appropriately.
That’s where we come in. Our solutions help reduce worry and enable
success. In an ever-changing digital world, we create seamless access
to information that improves productivity and reduces risk so your
organization can realize all of its opportunities.
Our tools are built to adapt to change, and our team is experienced
in helping our clients navigate the realities of their risks and apply
actionable solutions. With over 20 years and 10 million user accounts
managed in the identity management sector, we’ve evolved with
technology, staying in front of trends, not chasing them.
We believe that technology shouldn’t be an obstacle to your
organization. It should be invisible so that all your organization sees its
opportunity.

“We provide
exceptional identity
management at an
affordable price.”
Jacques Vriens, Founder and CEO

tools4ever.com
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Efficient and secure user
management
Ensuring secure user management can be difficult for your
organization as you deal with problems like high turnover
rate, complex employment roles, or employees retaining
access to resources after they have been promoted or
changed positions. Tools4ever can help automate these
processes and save your organization time and money
while reducing errors.

Productive IT department
Your IT department’s daily responsibilities can often be
bogged down by repetitive, time-consuming tasks such
as password resets or manually provisioning resources for
users. This can prevent your IT department from operating
at an efficient level. Our automated solutions help shift
these tasks away from your IT department and allows them
to work on more impactful projects for your organization.

Simplified access
Maintaining efficient and secure access for your
organization’s users is no small feat. Often users are
forced to choose between having either security or
convenience when accessing their resources. Tools4ever
solves this problem by providing Single Sign-On (SSO)
and Multifactor Authentication (MFA) solutions to protect
and secure your organization’s access to resources. You
no longer have to compromise between your resources’
security and providing quick and timely access to them.

Ensured compliance
Many organizations are subject to industry-specific laws
and regulations. Tools4ever offers solutions that include
extensive logging capabilities, comprehensive audit trails,
all designed to ensure that there are no overlooked access
rights and that your organization remains compliant.

Why Tools4ever?
Tools4ever focuses on offering exceptional Identity and
Access Management solutions at affordable prices. We
serve a wide range of organizations varying in size from
50 to more than 200,000 user accounts and have direct
experience with all industries – including specialized
solutions for Healthcare, Education, Finance, Government,
Manufacturing, and many other markets. Whether you’re
interested in a cloud-based IDaaS solution, an on-premise
Identity and Access Management solution, or a robust
password self-service tool, we’ve got you covered.

“We help organizations
realize their opportunity
via efficiency and security.”
Tjeerd Seinen, Identity Management Expert
and Co-Founder of Tools4ever
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